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Abstract: Nowadays people use web pages and email to share secret
information. To ensure the secure message transformation, we used
cryptography in combination with Steganography to achieve the desire
results. To improve security, the encrypted message is hiding in HTML,
XML and XHTML. Our technique is implemented in two levels of
randomness i.e. at the file level and content level and encrypted with AES
to achieve the maximum security. In addition, the proposed technique is
using Unicode languages to take a secret message and has better capacity
than the existing methodologies as only two spaces are required to hide
the one character. The results show our technique provides high hidden
capacity and security than an existing algorithm.
Key words: Steganography, Encryption, Carries Files, XML code, HTML
code.
1. INTRODUCTION
The internet has altered communication and there by its commitment to
information sharing [1]. With access to a computer and a proper connection,
anybody can interact with others around the world. However, the web is intended
to trade unstructured information, while individuals can read web pages and extract
the required information which he used [2].There are two major security techniques
have been developed to ensure the exchange of information over internet,
cryptography, and Steganography [3].Steganography comes from the Greek words
“stages”, and means “roof or covering” and “graphic” which means “writing”
[4].Steganography is an art that protects the existence of communication. The
importance of Steganography is to hide messages in such a way, to make it
impossible for unauthorized people to detect, and to distinguish between the shown
instant messages [5]. In this paper, we have focused on two main aspects of text
Steganography:
 Capacity is to measure the amount of information that can be hidden in the
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cover medium [6-12]. Our method can provide more capacity to hide more
characters in the cover files.
 Security is a Steganography parameter that allows intended user to access
information. It strongly powerless to the un-authorized user to identify
covered up information [6-8, 10-13], the proposed algorithm provides high
security to protect secret information. It provides three-layer security AES,
Random file, and Random location.
In this paper, a web page information hiding algorithm is presented. The
website page can be coded by utilizing one of a few marks up languages (e.g.,
HTML, XML, XHTML, and so on). HTML, XML, AND XHTML are decent
approaches to displaying a static website page that presents some data for a
specified topic. An HTML, XHTML AND XML file is composed of tags (e.g.
"<HTML>", "<TABLE>" and "<BODY>" etc.) and contents. An English sentence
is made out of words and the spaces between words.
Cryptography and steganography are notable and generally utilized procedures
that manipulate information in order to cipher or conceal their reality. These
strategies have numerous applications in software engineering and other related
fields. Cryptography is a study of mathematical systems that are identified as part
of data security, such as confidentiality, information integrity, element
identification, and information entry point identification[14]. There are numerous
cryptography strategies accessible among them AES is one of the most effective
methods. This standard uses a 128-bit encryption key to determine the Rijndael
algorithm, which is a symmetric block cipher that can process 128-bit information
blocks. The input, output, and encryption keys for Rijndael are each an array of bits
containing 128 bits, and the input and output sequences must have similar lengths.
When all is done, the length of the input and output groups can be one of three
acceptable respects to the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) with a main
length of 128 allowed [15].
Bender et al. Method [16] are used one space represent "0" and two spaces
used to represent "1". This plan appears between words. The main disadvantage of
the Bender method is that it requires more space to hide some bits. Yang and
Yang's method [17] is a web page-based data concealment technique. Yang and
Yang methods use different properties to hide secret data such as quotes and hide
secret bits "0" and double quotes are used to hide secret bits "1". In this way, you
can hide secret data by using different attributes settings. The main drawback of
this method is that the embedding capacity is limited by the limited number of tags
attribute setting. Lee and Tsai's method [18] hide data that embeds secret data in
web pages. First, Lee and Tsai discovered that empty spaces can be encoded with
some special space codes. For instance, blank characters can be encoded using
spaces & # XA0; & # 160 etc. Then they found that English contained a significant
portion of the space between the two words. In this way, Lee and Tsai's method
collects eight special spatial codes and constructs code that maps the secret bits.
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Table 1. Special Space Code used in Html used by Lee and Tsai's method
No.
Code in HTML
Bits
1
Type space
000
2
&#20;
001
3
&#32;
010
4
&#32;
011
5
&#xA0
100
6
&#160
101
7
&#160
110
8
&nbsp
111
9
&nbsp
unused
After the specific point, the message that needs to be secured is changed in to
further binary stream, and the bit stream is converted in to several uncovered bits.
At the end, blank space between the two words is converted by a secret message
and a mapping table. Table 1 clarifies the special space codes and mapping rules
secret message. The main disadvantage of this method's special code is that it does
not work correctly when the special code is linked in decimal.
Chou et al.’s method [19] is a method of cooperating with special space codes
and Cartesian production to hide data. Chou et al. Use twenty-five special universe
codes to display the blank space of a web page. Remove the special space codes
collected (see Table 2) and form the inclusion rules, including Cartesian
production.

No.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Table 2 the special code of “Blank” character
Code
No.
Code
Type space
13
&#X202F;
&#9;
14
&#x2000;
&#20;
15
&#x2001;
&#32;
16
&#x2002;
&#xA0;
17
&#x2003;
&#160;
18
&#x2004;
&nbsp;
19
&#x2005;
&#8194;
20
&#x2006;
&ensp;
21
&#x2007;
&#8201;
22
&#x2008;
&thinsp;
23
&#x2009;
&#8195;
24
&thinsp;
&emsp;
25
&#x200A;
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This algorithm secret data embedded every blank space sequentially. This is a
major drawback in security and efficiency. They can easily be detected and
attacked. Huang et al. [20] are used a tag attribute permutation technique to hide
confidential information and introduced a page data hiding strategy. Since some
HTML tags have a few discretionary attributes that can be utilized to alter a
webpage's substance introduction, the secret information can be embedded in a
webpage by changing a tag's attribute values. As per Huang et al.’s method, the
secret information should be changed over to a substantial number before being
embedded. Sui and Luo’s method [21] uses the case of tag letters to cover secret
information. So, the insertion capability of Sui and Luo's method is limited by the
number of tags. To carry more secret information, more redundant tags are used.
S.Dey method [22] uses HTML tags to hiding data in an HTML We page.
HTML tags are case-insensitive; hence uppercase and lowercase alphabets inside
an HTML tag are interpreted in the same manner. The drawback of S. Dey method
is embedding capacity is limited due to limited tags of HTML.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section2 is relevant to problem
statement that was in existing techniques. The proposed technique, "Text
Steganography utilizing XML, HTML & XHTML Mark-up Languages", is
described in detail in Section 3, and experimental results and analysis are presented
in Section 4. Draw conclusions in Section 5 and discuss future research in Section
6.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We observed the following problems in existing technique [3] which we tried
to solve in proposed solution. In above technique, it is clearly mentioned that it
operates only on a single file which takes the secrete message only in one language
and the data is stored in comments without using random function. Encryption
process used in existing technique was not strong as it operates on XOR function.
The entire problem leads to down the security level. In term of capacity, the
existing approach hides information in bits which requires 126 bits for 15
characters to hide in each page. Therefore, it requires more space to cater the
message.
Most of the researchers are working on mark up languages to hide data in
spaces between words using special codes. Our all experimental statistics are
compared with Yang and Yang's method [17], Lee and Tsai's method [18] and
Chou et al.’s method [19]. But the problems with above approaches are that they
utilize only one file and requires more than 2 spaces to hide one character while the
selection of spaces was consecutive, which makes message less secure and
intruders can easily able to access secrete message. The techniques also require
more spaces due to which the file size increases and impact on transmission time.
Comparatively, it also takes more space on disk. In addition, the above discussed
techniques using specific languages to encode information. Our proposed technique
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overcomes the above problems which reduce the transmission time by taking fewer
spaces to hide on character and also improve security factor by utilizing
randomization.
The proposed method using Steganography along with cryptography to hide
secrete message in HTML, XML and XHTML file. First of all, it encrypts the
message take in Unicode language with AES and then implements two levels of
randomness; file and content levels to achieve maximum security. It requires only
two spaces to hide one character, which is better than traditional methods.
3. THE PROPOSED METHOD
As described above, the previously proposed web page based data snooping
method can successfully achieve secret message delivery. However, performance
can be further enhanced in terms of embedding capability and security. Consider
the attributes of HTML, XHTML, and XML, we proposed a Steganography
technique having high embedding capacity and also provides three levels of
security. At level 1, the algorithm took HTML, XHTML and XML files secrete
message and encryption key. At level 2, one file is selecting randomly from abovementioned files. And at same level secrete information covert into cipher text. AES
(128 bits) is used to convert the plain text to cipher. At level 3 encrypted messages
are converted into ASCII code and then convert into space code. The number of
spaces is count and two spaces are selecting randomly from the selected file and
replace these spaces with special space codes. At the end updates the files.
3.1. Proposed Model

Fig. 1. Multiple file Steganography model.
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3.2. Embedding Algorithms
This section describes the embedding and extraction algorithms. Embedding
algorithm is used to hide confidential information in cover text on the sender side
that resulting stage-object is transmitted through a communication channel. The
receiver extracts secrete message using extraction algorithm and secrete key. Table
3 shows notation used in embedding and extraction algorithm.
Table 3. Algorithmic notation
Definition
HTML file
XHTML file
XML FILE
Secret Message
Cipher Message
Encryption Key
Stego HTML file
Stego xHTML file
Stego XML FILE
Number of Characters to Hide
Total Spaces in file
Total Number of Files
Possibilities
Total Possibilities
Array of space codes
Total Space Code in File

Notation
H1
H2
H3
M
M’
E
H1’
H2’
H3’
Ct
St
Ft
P
Pt
SC()
Sc
ct

Total Possibilities =

 C
n 1

st

2

(1)

Embedding algorithm (Table 4) takes HTML, xHTML and XML files as input
along the secret message and encryption key. In Step 1 message M is encrypted by
using AES and M’ is obtained. For loop start up in Step 2 which iterates Ct/2 times.
In step 3 ith character is retrieved from the message. Step 4 select one file randomly
among the given three files in each iteration of the loop. In Step 5 number of
spaces of the selected file are calculated and stored in the St. In Step 6 on the basis
of the St number of possibilities are calculated for the embedding the message and
stored in Pi. In Step 7 cumulative possibilities are calculated. Step 9 select the
space location randomly and store in Sl . ASCII code of target character is divided
by the 10 and answer is stored in the d in step 11. Sl is replaced with SC(d) in step
12. The mod of ASCII code and 10 is calculated and the result is stored in r in step
12. In step 13 again we select the location Sl. Now Sl is replaced with SC(r). The
whole process is repeated up to Ct/2 times. At the end of the process, the stego files
are obtained.
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Table 4. Embedding algorithm
Input: H1, H2, H3, E, M
Output: H1’, H2’, H3’
Step 1: M’=encrypt(M,E)
Step 2: For i=1 to Ct/2
Step 3: Ci=M’.substring(i,1)
Step 4: j= Ft*RND()+1
Step 5: St=spaceCount(Fj)
𝑆𝑡
Step 6: Pi= 𝐶
2
Step 7: Pt=Pt+Pi
Step 8: L=P*RND()+1
Step 9: d=toChar(Ci)\10
Step 10: r=toChar(Ci)%10
Step 11: Sl.replace(SC(d))
Step 12: L=P*RND()+1
Step 13: Sl.replace(SC(r))
Step 14: Next i

3.3. Extracting algorithm
Extraction algorithm (Table 5) takes HTML, xHTML and XML stego files as
input along and encryption key. For loop start up in Step 1 which iterates Ct/2
times. Step 2 select one file randomly among the given three files in each iteration
of the loop. In Step 3 number of spaces of the selected file are calculated and stored
in the St. In Step 4 number of space codes of the selected file are calculated and
stored in the Sf. In step 5 sum of St and Sf is calculated. In Step 6 on the number of
possibilities are calculated for the retrieving the message and stored in Pi. In Step 7
cumulative possibilities are calculated. Step 8 select the space location randomly
and store in Sl . In step 9 index of space code at Sl is obtained and stored d. Space
code at Sl is replaced with a space character in step 10. Step 11 select the space
location randomly and store in Sl . In step 12 index of space code at Sl is obtained
and stored r. Space code at Sl is replaced with a space character in step 13. Sl is
replaced with SC (d) in step 12. The mod of ASCII code and 10 is calculated and
the result is stored in r in step 12. In step 13 again we select the location Sl. d and r
are concatenated and converted to the character which appended in M’. In M’ is
decrypted to message M.
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Table 5. Extracted algorithm
Input: H1’, H2’, H3’
Output: M
Step 1: For i=1 to Sc
Step 2: j= Ft*RND()+1
Step 3: St=spaceCount(Fj)
Step 4: Sf=spaceCodeCount(Fj)
Step 5: St= St +Sf
𝑆𝑡
Step 6: Pi= 𝐶
2
Step 7: Pt=Pt+Pi
Step 8: l=P*RND()+1
Step 9: d=indexOf(Sl)
Step 10: Sl.replace(“ “)
Step 11: l=P*RND()+1
Step 12: r= indexOf(Sl)
Step 13: Sl.replace(“ “)
Step 14: M’=M’ + toChar(d & r)
Step 15: Next i
Step 16: M=decrypt(M’, E)
Step 17: Display M

3.4. Mark-up languages space code
There are two types of spaces are used in Mark-up languages, normal spaces,
and non-breaking spaces. The numeric character portrayal of these two classes of
special characters appears as standard space in a web page. In these conditions,
consider a modified number of one kind space codes and arranged in Table 6.

Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5

Special Space code
&#9;
&#X20;
&#32;
&#XA0;
&#8194;

Table 6. Mark-up Languages space codes
Sr. No.
Special Space code
6
&#160;
7
&#nbsp;
8
&#XA0;
9
&#8194;
10
&#160;
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4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section explores some of the results of applying algorithms and
considering the concept of concealment ratio.

Fig. 2. Screen shot of embedding message

Fig. 3. Screenshot of extracting message
Fig. 4 shows the stego HTML created by the proposed method. The
experimental results demonstrate that it would be exceptionally trying for a user to
recognize the contrast between the first HTML and the stego HTML by utilizing
just the human eye.
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Fig. 4. the stego HTML file generated by the proposed method

Fig. 5. the source code of the stego HTML file
Fig.6 shows the stego XHTML created by the proposed method by utilizing
popular browser Google Chrome. It is difficult to recognize the distinction by
utilizing the human eye.

Fig. 6. The stego XHTML file generated by the proposed method
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Fig. 7. The source code of the stego XHTML file
Fig. 8 demonstrates the stego XML made by the proposed strategy. The
experimental results exhibit that it would be uncommonly striving for a user to
perceive the difference between the primary XML and the stego XML by using
only the human eye.

Fig. 8 The stego XML file generated by the proposed method
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Fig. 9. The source code of the stego XML file
4.1. Capacity analysis
Our proposed method embedding capacity is far much better than previous
techniques. It is observed that our proposed techniques need only 2 spaces to
embed one secret character as shown in Table 7. We compared proposed technique
with Lee Tsai, Yang and Yang's and Chou et al.’s.
Table 7. Capacity analysis of different techniques
Numbers of Spaces Required

No. of
characters

Proposed

Lee Tsai [14]

178

356

223

534

Yang and Yang’s
[16]
712

Chou et al.’s.
[16]
534

446

669

892

669

251

502

753

1004

753

312

624

936

1248

936

416

832

1248

1664

1248

481

962

1443

1924

1443

521

1042

1563

2084

1563
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It clearly is shown that the Lee Tsae , Yang and Yang’s and Chou et al.’s
technique require three space to embed one character and yang requires 4 spaces to
embed one character.

Fig. 10. shows the comparison of capacity analysis between the proposed method
and Lee and Tsai’s, yang and Yang’s and Chou et al.’s methods.
4.2. Capacity ratio
We have also analyzed our technique in terms of capacity ratio. The
experimental results show in Table 8 that embedding ratio of proposed technique is
much better than three techniques. To calculate the capacity ratio, we use following
formula:
Capacity Ratio=

Number cf character to embed
Re quired spaces in carrier files

(2)

Table 8. Capacity ratio of different techniques
Capacity ratio
Proposed

Lee Tsai

Yang and Yang's

Chou et al.'s

0.5

0.3333333

0.25

0.333333333

0.5

0.3333333

0.25

0.333333333

0.5

0.3333333

0.25

0.333333333

0.5

0.3333333

0.25

0.333333333

0.5

0.3333333

0.25

0.333333333
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Fig. 11. show the comparison of the capacity ratio between the proposed method
and Lee and Tsai’s, yang and Yang’s and Chou et al.’s methods.
4.3. Security analysis
As far as the security of our proposed technique is concerned it is worth
mentioning here that our security is very high as it comprises on 3 different levels.
In first level, we randomly select the file and at second level we take the secret
message in encrypted form. For the encryption AES (128 bits) is used. If eaves
retrieve the secrete message from the Stego still it is impossible to decrypt the
message without knowing the encryption key. In the third level, we randomly
select a location from selected file and embedded the confidential information. In
Table 4.5 we have shared full analysis of security for example if we have 38
characters of secret information which requires 76 spaces as we consider 2 spaces
for one character. A total number of available spaces is 150. If we calculate total
possibilities to embed the data we use this formula:

n!
(3)
r!(n  r )!
Here n is total available spaces in files; "r" is required spaces , here r=2, which
remain same in every loop and result comes 11175. And in last we also share
hacking possibilities in the below table which is calculated simply by multiplying
the factorial of character which you want to embed to total possibilities using
below formula.
Total Probability to embed data=

ct

Total hacking probability = C!

n

C

r



 C
n 1

st

2

Here C is a number of characters which you want to embed.
"n" is a total available space.
"r" is total required spaces to hide data.
"st" is spaces of selected file.

(4)
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It is clearly observed here by using above formula we have reduced the
chances of hacking our code as it is very difficult for an intruder to check all
possibilities to intrude in the code as it takes a long time.
Table 9.shows security analysis
Total Number
Total
Number of
Spaces
Hacking
of Spaces in
Possibilities
Characters
Required
Possibilities
Files
to embed data
38
76
150
11175
5.84478E+48
45
90
135
9045
1.08198E+60
51
102
159
12561
1.94836E+70
63
126
160
12720
2.52188E+91
69
138
168
14028
2.4005E+102

Fig.12. shows the probability to embed data of the proposed method.
Embeding vs Hacking Probability

Hacking Possibilities

7E+102
6E+102

Total
Possibilities to
embbed data
Hacking
Possibilities

5E+102
4E+102
3E+102

2E+102
1E+102
0
11476

16110

20706

31626

37950

Fig.13. shows the probability to hacking information of the proposed method.
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5. CONCLUSION
Other algorithms have been provided to hide information in text files. Some of
these methods are designed to be implemented in specific languages, such as
English, Urdu, and Arabic, but other languages can be implemented regardless of
language. This paper presents a promising algorithm that can be implemented in
the Unicode language via XML, HTML, and XHTML. Our algorithms provide
higher hidden capacity than other algorithms. For example, the algorithm provides
robustness and security with hidden information embedded within the spaces and
the Internet browser does not show it. In addition, our algorithms use encryption
mechanisms to improve transparency.
6. FUTURE WORK
Our proposed algorithm is highly secure to enhance more security and
transparency we can apply a random function on secret message, which enables
method more secure and reliable.
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